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ABSTRACT

This describes experimental results on a Charged Aerosol Wind/Electric

Power Generator, using Induction Electric Charging with a water jet issuing

under water pressure from a small diameter (25-100 Po m) orifice. The jet breaks

into electrically charged water droplets dispersed into the wind stream. New

hydraul tc and electrical characteristics were obtained. The electro-viscos ity

effect increases as the orifice diameter decreases. A plate orifice 35 J.Lm diameter,

and 25 J.L m long appears optimum; a single jet from such an orifice at a water

pressure of 15 psig produces net electric power output substantially exceeding the

hydraulic and electric power inputs. A projection is made for a multi-orifice ar-r-ay :

as a basis for a practical Generator scaled to a multi-megawatt Wind/Electric

Generator. A Water recovery and pressure regeneration means is described by

which water is conserved and the water power is free, so that there is a net output

electric power without external power input of any kind.
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1 • BACKGROUND

1
Our work dates back to tne 1940's which culminated in a patent , filed

on December 14~ 1949. In this patent, Figure 12 anows that at 18 m/s a

2
maximum electric power of 3 kW/m would be transduced at a pressure of 1

atmosphere (at 100% efficiency). In aU. S. Patent
2

filed June 23" 1967 ~

this discovery was specifically applied to Wind/Electric Power Conversion
2• 1

,

predicting an electric output power- of 1 kw/m
2

(assuming conversion of 33%

of the kinetic power of the wind at 17.3 m/s and 33% efficiency). In January

1972" our paperS on the same subject was published. On December 30, 1971,

4
we wrote to the Executive OFFice of the President a letter proposing, among

other things, the Wind/Electric Power Generator (W PG). In February 1972,

a tetter was receiv~d fr-orn the White House, from Dr. Edward E. David
5

,

Science Advisor to the President, whO stated that both EGD and WPG would

be cons ide red •

6
Subsequently, on October 25, 1973, we made a proposal to the NSF and

7
in 1975 were favored with a grant

and presently by DOE" via SERI
9

SUbsequently, we were funded by ERDA8 ,

10
With the exception of other recent work ,

to our knowledge, the only other paper on a Charged Aerosol Wind/Electric

Power Generator was a theoretical study publ tsnec in France11 •

12 13
In a letter to Pres ident Carter and in recent correspondence , we sought

a crash program to accelerate work on the WPG.

Under previous ERDA and NSF grants~ a wind tunnel test facility was

developed and preliminary tests conducted of several electrofluid dynamic (EFD)
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aerosol charging devices. Resulting data demonstrated feasibility of the con

cept. The key technical problem is to develop a method of eFFiciently charging

the aer-osol ,

The present work provides electrical and hydraulic experimental data on

single oriFices which enabled a project ed scaleup to a multi-megawatt electric

power output, with an overall efficiency exceeding 90% •

Several methods were identified in the course of the earl ier studies, which

could possibly provide For an adequate source of charged droplets. Of these

methods, four were investigated:

1 • Waterjet/metal contact charging

2. Steam/metal contact Charging

3. Condensation ion charging

4. Induction charging/waterjet.

Experimental results from these methods were compared with theories that were

derived previously for a range of temperature, humidity and velocity conditions.

The results of these studies indicated that the induction charging/waterjet method

showed the most potential for pr-ovtdtnq a source of Charged droplets.

The renewal proposal was reviewed by the Special Programs OFFice, Solar

Energy Research Institute (SERI), and the Wind Systems BranCh, Department

of Energy (DOE), wntcn resulted in a detailed consideration of the tasks proposed.

The former eFFort by Marks PolariZed Corporation had been funded under Con

tract No. EG-77-C-01-2774 with DOE. This effort is funded by the Wind

Energy Innovative Systems program at SERI.
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2. OBJECTIVE

The objective of the proposed study is to investigate the performance of

the Induction Charg ing/Waterjet technique of producing charged aerosols for

a variety of geometries and test conditions and to optimize the performance

for standard conditions as detailed in the Scope of Work.

-3-



3. APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Method 4.1 previously described8 utilizes compressed air power input which

presently far exceeds the output electric power. This method was chosen to pro

duce the Charged aerosol because this method was best known at the time and the

Charged aerosol was readily controlled. This method, in its present form, is

unsuitable for the efFicient production of charging aerosols in a pr-acttcal Wind/

Electric Power Generator.

Method 5. 1 previously described
8,

shown in Figure 1, was developed us ing

water pressure only and electric induction charging from an external electrode of

water jets issuing from an oriFice in a capillary tube. No heat power or air power

is needed. Liquid water at ambient temperatures is employed. The electric power

input is much smaller than the electric power output. The Charged droplets are

produced by the instabil ity of the jet iSSUing into the air stream and by electrical

Forces.

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup of the water jet with Induction Electric

Charging placed within a wind tunnel as previously described7,8

To perForm the experiments with oriFice tubes of diFfering lengths, small dia

meter tubing was obtained, cut to various lengths and mounted in the tubular design

shown in Figure 2.

To perform the experiments, it was required to obtain the sizes 2-76 IJ.m dia

meter with circular oriFices in thin sheets. W~. nad I:~en assured by a supplier that

they would be able to deliver our requirements; however, after several months had

transpired, these oriFices arrived but were unsatisFactory because they were over-

-4-



sized and the metal had melted forming an irregular rim around the apertures. We

were able to locate another source of supply which had stock of aperture sizes 10,

15 1 25, 35, 50, and 100 IJ,m. Other apertures were not obtainable. An of these

apertures were 25 IJ, m thick (long) in stainless steel sheet discs 9.5 mm diameter,

herein termed orifice plates. A special mounting shown in Figure 3 was devised to

retain the orifice plates. The thin sheet metal near the orifice is supported between

two thicker plat es each with a larger diameter hole, to prevent excessive distortion

under water pressure.

Since small currents, from 0_01 to 1 IJA, and voltages From 1 to 40 kV we re to

be measured, it was necessary to insulate the emitter (orifice) tube , and the water

supply, to minimize electrical leakage.

Figure 4 diagrammatically ShOWS the appearance of the water jet during forma

tion of a Charged aerosol using"a ring exciter. Figures 5 and 6 show views of a

tubular exciter.

The leakage to ground manifested itself as the leakage resister R' in paraltel

with the load resistor R. An independent measurement of the values of Rand R' was

made to assure that the leakage resistance R' was negligible compared to the load

resistance R. A difficulty was the occasional clogging of the orifices. This could be

cured by reverse flow under water pressure using a special fixture, and by utilizing

distilled water, filtered through a fine qualitative grade paper Filter and then a frttted

glass funnel. This procedure was necessary because commercial distilled water

sometimes contains suspended particles. The distilled water was placed in a Plexi

glas column to which air was applied From an insulating air column, through an
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insulated polypropylene pLastic tube. In this manner the Plexiglas reservoir was

insulated from ground. The air pressure was measured at the source.

4. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

4.1 Hydraulic Measurements

In making the hydraul ic measurements, the Flow rate. was obtained for eac h of

the orifice diameters, for various values of pressure. This was done by allowing

the jet to fill a small container for a given length of time. The container was then

weighed on a sens i tive balance and the mass volume flow rate thus determined.

The hydraulic power input was then computed from:

= PQr (1 )

Since the area is determined from the orifice diameter, the velocity of the jet

was then computed from:

u

where

A

=

=

Q/A (2 )

(3 )

The kinetic power was then determined from:

= (4)

The hydraulic efficiency then deFined is the ratio of the kinetic power of the jet

to the input hydraulic power:

Efh P./P
J h

(5)

According to conventional theory an orifice in a thin plate should convert about

16
62% of the hydraulic power to kinetic power of the jet. With the small orifices
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25 J.L m long of 10 -1 00 IJm diameter, it was found that hydraulic efficiency decreased

with the orifice diameter, and pt"essure. With oriFice diameters of 50 J.Lm or more,

the nydraulic efficiency increased witn pressure to a maximum of 70%; exceeding

the literature value of 62%. With small orifices the apparent vi.scosity of the water

jet increases a.s the oriFice diameter decreases. These characteristics may be

ascribed to theelectroviscosity eFFect, which is due to the electrical orientation of

the dipolar water molecules in close proximity to the edges of the orifice. The

mathematical physics of this eFfect has been described14. Figures 7-10 inclusive

summarize our hydraulic observations. Figure 7 shows % Hydraul tc Efficiency vs ,

water pressure For orifice diameters 25, 35, 50, and 100 IJm and orifice plate 25 IJm

long. Figure 8 shOWS % Hydraulic Efficiency vs , orifice diameter for various Water

Pressures. Figure 9 shows % Hydraulic EFficiencies of tube orifices vs , oriFice

length-in IJm For various pressures, For a constant 50 J.Lm oriFice diameter. It is

apparent that the shorter the Length of the orifice the greater the hydraulic eFficiency,

limited to a maximum efficiency of 62-70% for the given orifice diameter and pres

17
sure. It is well known from fluid mechanics that the shorter the pipe the less the

pressure drop and hence the greater the hydraulic efficiency, whioh our tests con-

firmed. Figure 10 shows Water Jet Velocity vs . Orifice diameter (J.L m) for a length

25 J.L m~':for var-Ious orifice diameters

Figures 7 and 8 show the results of the measurements on 25, 35, 50, and 100 J.Lm

orifices of a constant 25 IJm length. For the smaller diameter orifices, the hydraulic

efficiency increases with increasing pressures. For oriFices greater than about

50 IJ. m, this peak eFficiency is about 70%, exceeding the maximum 62% efficiency

-7-
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reported in the literature; 6 T he smallest orifice diameter which can be utilized

without sact"'iFicing peak eFFiciency is about 50 1J. m, For the best combination of

hydraul ic and electrical characteristics, 35 J.L m is preferred.

As the orifice diameters decrease to less than 35 J.L m, the electroviscoslty

eFFect greatly increases, and the hydraul ic eFFiciency rapidly decreases. We were

able to obtain welt defined jets from orifices as small as 25 1J. m, but were not

successful in producing jets from orifices 15 J.L m or less. The reason for this

may be understood from Figure 8, which shOWS that the nydr-aul lc efficiency rapidly

approached zero for orifices smaller than about 22 J.L m ,

4.2 Electrical Measurements

Electrical measurements typically involved measuring the generated voltage on

the emitter V1' the emitter 01'" Charged aerosol current 11, and the load resistance R.

The input electrical quantities were the exciter/emitter potential difference V2 and

the exciter current 12• From these values, the output electrical power was calculated:

=

and the input electrical power w~s calculated:

=

The total input power comprises the electrical power input P ei and the hydraul ic

power input:

(6 )

(7)

P.
In

= P . + Pel h
(8)

These quantities are cor-r-elated by plotting experimental values of power versus

water pressure on the log-log graphs Figures 11 through 17 for various orifice

diameters and 1engths •

-8-
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4.3 System Measurements

In evaluating the system both hydraulic and electrical measurements must be

considered. Figures 11-18 are log-log graphs on the same scale for easy compar-l-

son" in which the ordinates are shown as the logs of the power inputs and outputs and

tne abscissae are the Logs of the water pressure. These plot as approximately

str:aight lines showing that they are power functions. In accor-dance with theory, the

hydraulic power and the jet kinetic power both plbt approximately as PI""3/2. For

oriFices less than 50 ,."m long, the electrical measurements of the power output plot

accon:iing to PI""1/2. The electrical power output exceeds the nydr-aul tc power output

at small water pressures.

The most important characteristics of these curves is the breakeven point"

where P eo = Ph' and the value of the power at this poi nt ,

At this point the slope of Ph is always nearly 3/2 for a 25 and 50 J.L m thickness.

It is emphasized that the measurements made herein were on single orifices

only. For small diameter orifices" the outputs were from 0.05 to 0.5 JJA, and

the output voltages from 3 to 32 kV. An important quantity is ~. The Charge density

cp increased as the orifice diameter decreased. This r-elattonsntp is shown in

Figure 22, in wnion the values of cp are p lotted as ordinates vs , the water Pressure

PI"" in psig as abscissae for orifice diameters of 25, 35, and 50 IJ.m.

-9-
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TABLE NO.1

RESULTS OF ELECTRICAL AND HYDRAULIC MEASUREMENTS ON BREAKEVEN POINT VALUES
Breakeven

Figure No. Orifice Power Point Water Pressure Slope Comments
Dia dj Length L Pea = Ph P 6 Peol L\ P r0 r

#J. rn IJ.m Watts psig watts/psig

11 76 2000, 5 X 10-5 1

12 50 2000 < 10-5 < 1 about 1 .3

13 50 1000 < 10-5 < 1 about 1.3

14 74x110 50 4 x 10-4 4.5 about 0.5

15 50 25 1.3 x 10-4 2.2 about 0.5 First breakeven

15 50 25 4.5 x 10-2 105 about 10 Second breakeven

16 35 25 ·8.5 x 10-4 17 . about 0.5

-5
about 0.517 25 25 8 x 10 10

Projected Values

18 35 25 3 x 10-1 200 about 0.5 3x3 array = 9 orifices



The table shOwS that results for- the 35 IJ. m plate oriFice 25 fJ m long have the

best characteristics; that is, the greatest electric power output, at the breakeven

point, at a suitably large operating pressure of 16 psig.

The characteristics shown in Figure 16 for the 35 J.L m orifice 25 fJ m long, com

pared to the character-istics shown in Figur-e 17 for a 25 fJ m or-ifice, 25 1J. m long,

anew that the former- is the optimum since in the latter the breakeven power is

decreased for the 25 1J m diameter by about 9 times, and the breakeven pressure is

decreased from 17 to 10 psig.

Hence, 35 1J. m diameter, 25 J.L m long appears to be optimum. On the last line of

Table 1 the projection of the results from Figure 16 are plotted on Figure 18 for

na = 3x3 = 9 multi-orifice array. At a constant toad res istance, "the electric power

increases according to na
2 = 81 times; for the hydraulic power increases according

to na = 9 times.

For example, at P r = 25 psig P eo =0.1 watt, and Ph =0.015 watt. Thus, in

this example, the ratio of output electric power to input hydraulic power is:

Peo/Ph = 0.1/0.015 = 6.7 times

This scaling is projected ultimately to the multi-megawatt range in Figure 34,

us ing the same 35 J.L m orifices 25 1J m long and operating in the same pressure range

as in Figure 16; to be discussed hereinafter in connection with the proposed engineer

ing des igns shown in Figures 28 and 29.

The Figure 15 shows a new interesting and important characteristic: an

apparent second breakeven point projected to be at about 200 psig and 4.5 x 10-2

watts, compared to 1.3 x 10-4 watts at 2.2 psig; a ratio of about 300 times greater

-11-



electric/hydraulic power, and the electrical power rising rapidly with a stope of

about 10, compared to the hydraulic power slope of '.5. This must be investigated.

4.3.1 EFfect of Varying Exciter-Emitter Voltage V2

Figure 19 shows output current ~ in p,A and output voltage V
1

in kV vs , Exciter

Vol tage V2 at various water pressu res P r in psig For a plate oriFice 25 p,m diameter,

and 25 p,rn long.

An important result is that the output current 11 is independent of the exciter

voltage V 2 up to a maximum value which increases with the water pressure P r.

ThUS 1
1

= .04 p,A with PI"" = 40 psig at V 2 = 6 kV, but 1
1

= .045 at 50 psig and V
2
= 8kV.

The same is true of the output voltage, but the slope 6 V1/~ V 2 varies.

Figure 20 shows the results of tests made on a 50 p,m diameter oriFice plate

25 J.Lm long, varying voltage V2 on output voltage and input and output currents and

constant water pressure P5 = 50 psig. The output voltage and current increase

approximately linearly with V 2 up to a critical voltage, after which the exciter current

and output current increased rapidly. With a Further increase in V
2

the output

voltage becomes unstable and starts to decrease because the exciter is then drawing

excessive power away from the jet.

Figure 21 shOws output current 1
1,

and input current 1
2

IJA and output V 1 and

input V 2 voltages 'kV vs , a water pressure PI'" in psig such that 1
1

= 1
2

For a plate

oriFice 50 p,m diameter and 25 IJm long. The exciter-emitter voltage V
2

may be

increased linearly with the pressure until 11 = 1
2;

I, and 1
2

increase linearly with

V 2 after an initial rapid rise; but as P r- > 60 psig and V 2 increases beyond B kV,

1
1

and 12 rapidly increase producing an increase in cp from about 1 .5 to about 4, and

-12-



the output voltage also increases; but apparently linearly instead of faster as might

be expected. This efFect deserves more experimental study.

An important characteristic of the system is the charge per unit volume. of

water which is deFined:

cp

4.3.2

=

Ring Exciter Diameter and Position

(9)

The water jet was subjected to an electric Field from an exciter electrode.

Various tests were made to determine the best value of exciter ring diameter and

position relative to the plane of the orifice. The best results were obtained with

an exciter diameter of about:

d ex = 60 mm

placed about 10 mm in front of the oriFice plane, and most of the tests were taken

with these values.

During the First 11 months of the contract, work was performed with the exciter

in the form of a ring electrode as shown in Figure 1 •

4.3.3 Tubular Exciter Diameter Length and Position

A mathematical physical Formulation was sought in which cp was derived on First

principles. A formula was Found in a reference15 relating to the charge on a coaxial

condenser; equation (58). Us ing this formula, whtcn assumes that the Charge res ides

on the surface of the jet wnlcn is considered to be the inner coaxial cylinder of the

condenser, a Formula was derived For cp as a function of the various physical

quantities involved; see equation (61).

This formula suggested that an exciter in the form of a cylinder rather than a

-13-



ring would produce a greater output current. In the time available, we performed

a number of experiments which prove this to be indeed the case. In these recent

experiments, with the tubular exciter, certain practical difficulties were encountered,

particularly to align the jet along the axis of a long narrow tube. Accuracy of the

al ignment of the jet on the axis of the cylinder is critical to the optimum functioning

of this system. Redesign and further test of the emitter-tubular exciter structure is

indicated. These were made using exciter tubes of various lengths and diameters

which theory indicated should anow increased output electric currents compared with

the ring exciter, and this eFfect was observed, as shown in Fig~res 30 and 31 •

A further interesting result was obtained in these experiments: the measured

value of cP was about 30 times greater than the calculated value of cp. This may be

ascribed to the breakup of the jet into many smaller cylinders or Filaments, each of

wnicn have a greater current-carrying capacity than a wnold jet of greater diameter.

Figure 4 shows the appearance of a jet in an electric field just prior to its spraying

to form a Charged aerosol. The jet appears to thicken. This supports the theory of

the jet expanding to Form parallel .Filaments of water.

The extraordinarily improved results were obtained with a plate orifice 100 IJ. m

diameter and 25 IJ. m long, and a tubular exciter.

It is now necessary to repeat these tests with a plate orifice 35 p, m in diameter

and 25 p. m long, again taking the electrical and hydraul ic measur-ements using a

tubular exciter of optimum dimens ions, which should provide greatly improved

system characteristics. The existing measurements have enabled the design of a

mul tiple oriFice array as shown in Figures 28 and 29.

-14-



4.4 Atmospheric Wind/Electric Power Transduction

The results of the experiments performed in the wind tunnel using Method 4.1

under various operating conditions are given in Figures 32 and 33. At relative

humidities of 25 to 95%, air temperatures of 20 to 40OC" and velocities of from 2.5

to 16 m/s" an electric eFFiciency of 75 to 97% is obtainable.

-15-
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5. MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS

5.0 Table of Symbols

6
10 I/Pin

A
b
C
dex
d·
E:Jb
Efe
Efh
Efo
f(x)
F m
i1
11

.12
ka
ko
k1 -
k2 =-
Le
Lo
N

na
n1
Pe
Pei
Pe o
Ph
Pin
Pj
Pri
Prj
P,...
q
Q

Q1
1"'0

I'"

R

Rei
T
U
Uw
V 1

Area of orifice, or jet
Breakdown strength, air, S.T. P. = 3 x 10

6

Capac ltance
Diameter of exciter ring or tube
Diameter of orifice
Breakdown electric field intensity
Electric eFficiency
Hydraul ic efficiency
Overall efficiency
Function of x = x/lnx
Figur-e of Merit

Peo/ V 1
Load cur-r-ent
Exc iter current
Charged aerosol breakdown factor .. 1
1 .176 x 1?23/dj Equation (25)
(0. 68/kc)~ Equation (27)
(1 + Pel/Ph)
Distance of exciter electrode from or-tftce plane
Length of Tubular exciter electrode parallel to jet
Number- of electrons on Charged droplet
Number of sources
Number of oriFice sources per unit area
Electric output power density
Input electric power
Output electric power
Input hydraulic power
Total input power
Jet kinetic power
Total hydraul ic pressure drop
Hydraul ic pressure drop to produce jet only
Water Pressure
Electric charge
Water flow rat e of jet issuing From an orifice
Flow rate of water per unit area (same-as velocity)
Rad ius of i:501ated sphere
Radius of dl"'Oplet
Res istance of load
Ratio of electric power-out to total power-in
Air temperature absolute
Wind velocity
Water velocity
Load voltage

-16-

m2

Vim
farads
m,J.Lm
m,J.Lm
Vim
%
%
%

J.LA/watt
amps, ,."A
amps, J.LA
amps, J.LA

fJ.m

m
m

W/m2

W
W
W
W
W
psi
psi
psig
c
m3/s

m3 / s - m 2 or mls
m
m, A
ohms

OK
m/s
m/s
kV



5.0 Table of Symbols' (Continued)

Emitter exciter potential diFference
Exciter'" jet potential diFFerence
Fictitious voltage drop representing all losses

Dielectric constant of free space 8.854 x 10-12

e (bka)2/2 = 40 .

E~ectric charge per- unit volume of droplet
Density of liquid water
Change

Ideal
Maximum value of symbol

-17-

kV
kV
kV

farads/m
N/m2

elmS
3

kg/m



5.1 Hydraulic Relationships

Ph = PrQ

Pj = (5/2) USA

Q = AU

P. = Ca/2) Q3/A 2
J

Efh = the ratio < 1

Efh iii Pj/Ph = (0/2 ) Q3/A2 p r Q = (0/2) (Q/A)2/P r

E Fh
= (Pr'/P ,.J where P'= (~/2) U2

r -

Efh = ("/2)(4/'fT )2 Q2/p d.4
r J

Using MKS units

Q in m 3/ s

PI'" in n/m
2

d j in m

(A/2) = 500 for water

(10)

(11 )

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

= (17)

Expressing these useful units.:

Q in m3/s

P r in psig x 6895 = n/m2

d
j

in ~m x 10-6 = m

Efh

E Fh

Efh

Efh

=

=

=

=

(500(4/rr)2 (1/6895)(1 0-6)4J CQ2/prdj4 J

[5 (4/fT)2 (1/0.6895)J (102/104-24) (Q2/Prd.4)
J

11.76 x 10
2 2

(Q2/ P d.
4)

r J

1 • 176 x 10 2 3 (Q21 P r d j
4

)

-18-
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Efh is usually ~ 0.68 k _ 1. 176 x 10
23

For this condition:

Q

Q

=

=

=

(E Ik)~ P ~ d.2
fh r J

(0.68/1.176 x 102S}~ P ~ d.2
r J

-12 ~ 2
2.40' x 10 P r d.

J

(22)

The simplest approach to computing orifice efficiencies is to calculate for

each orifice diameter 15, 25, 35, 50, 76,100, and 300 j.Lm values of koj

k
o

(25)

in which dj is expressed in IJ. rn (see equation (21 )).

=

hence knowing the flow rate Q in m 3Is and P in psig, the efFiciency isr-

quickly calculated for each oriFice diameter.

It was Found that For dj ~ 50 P. m and P r > 10 psig

Q

=

=

0.68; For which

1 ~ 1

(0.68/ko)~ P r = k
1

P r~ (mSIs) (27)

For smaller orifice diameters and pressures the electro-viscous eFfect causes

the % hydraulic efficiency to decrease and its value can be determined experimentally

From (26). Table of values of k
o

and k 1 vs , dj Follows:

d. (p. m) k o k 1J

15 2.32x101 t) 5.41x10-1U

25 3.01x1017 1.50x10-~

35 7.84x101 0 2.95x10-~

50 1 • 88x1 0' 0 6.01x10-~

76 3.52x10'b 1 •S9x1 o-ts
100 1 • 18x1 0 18 2.40x10-CI

300 1 .45x1 0 13 2 .16x1 0-(
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5.2 Hydraulic-Electric Relationships

5.2.1 -Ratio of Output to Input Power at Constant Generated Voltage V1

-
The resistance R is varied to maintain the output at a constant voltage V

1•
For

example, iF V 1 = 105 and if V 2 is adjusted to obtain a maximum E
b;

then:

= (28 )

but where Peo is the wind/electric power output:

P
h

= P Q
r

Hence from (28) and (29), R o i takes on this s irnple form:

EXAMPLE 1

Given:

Find:

From (31):

R.
OL

=

=

=

=

=

=

P /P = cp Q V
1
/P~ Q

eo h J

cp V1/ P ,...

105 volts

7x104 (10.12 psig)

(30)

(31 )

The output power is 4.3 times the input power.

In equation (31) since Ro i is a dimensionless ratio, it is apparent P,.Icp

has the dimensions of a Fictitious equivalent voltage V 0:

-20-
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and hence:

= (33)

For example, in a useful Wind/Electric Power Generator, the ratio of output

wind/electric power, to input power (electric, hydraulic) wQ.Jld be R . ~ 10.
Ot

The Figure of Merit F m previously defined 1 is then:

F m - 10
6/V

o = 10
6

cp/Pr (34)

The fictitious voltage Vo is that equivalent voltage which would be required to

provide the aerosol current 1
1

with an input electrical power equal to the input

hydraulic power; that is:

v
o

= P Q = P
r h (35)

(36)

The equation (35) may be modtfted to include the input electrical power to the

exciter, Pei = 12 V 2

Then

I V ' = P rQ+12V21 0 -
V' = (P~cp) + (12/11) V20

V' = Vo t1 + (12 V2/11 Vo)J0

V' = Vo t1 + (Pei /Ph ) ] = k
2

V
o0

If V2 is regulated to keep 12 small, then Pei/P h « 1 k:2 - 1 and

(37)

(38)

(39)

(40)

= V' (41)

It wi11 be assumed that the input electric power is a small fraction of the output

wind/electric power and that the water power is the main input power.
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I8<AMPLE 2

For a 25 IJm diameter oriFice in a 25 1Jm thick plate, the measured value of

CD = 10 at a water pressure P = 40 psig = 40 x 6895 = 2.76 x 10
5

n/m
2•

r

Given:

= 100 kV for multiple oriFices

40 x 6895/10 = 27580 volts (Fiction~l)

= 36.3 IJA/Watt

= 36.3

=

100,000/27580=

::

=

V
1

Find:

(1 ) Vo

(2) F m

(3) R.
OL

V
0

F
m

R.
Ot

at 10 ps ig R = 14.5
oi

that is input water power is only 8% of the output wind/electric power.

EXAMPLE 3

Given:

d. = 25 IJm
J

cp = 10 c/mS

V1 = 105 volts

-22-



R.
Ol

Find:

= 10

(1 )

(2)

(3)

p
r

v o

F m

=

Answer:

(1) From (31):

R.
rf) V1/ P r

5
= = 10 x 10 /POl r

5 2 psigP = 10 n/m ~ 14r

P /o
5

10
4

(2) from (36): V 0 = = 10 /10 = v = 10 kV
r-

(3) From .(34): F m = 10
6/V

o = 10
6/104 = 100

Find the Output Current 11 in terms of P r' d j , CO:

From (9) and (24):

For Q in m
3

/ s ; P r in psig; and d j infJ. m:

-12 ~ ~
(,0 Q = 2.39 x 10 P" . d j _.~. _".

EXAMPLE 4

Given:

cp = 10

dj = 25 fJ. m

P = 20 psigr

Find: 1
1 in fJ.A

-23-
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From (42):

=

=

~ 2
2.39 x 10-12 (20)2 (25) 10

0.0668 J.LA

5.2.2 Electrical Output Power per Orifice

p
eo

Peo

From (31):

=

=

=

2 -12 2 4 2
11 R = (2.39 x 10 .) R P r d j . ~ _

5. 71 x 10-2 4 R Pd.4 <C 2
r J

(43)

(44)

(45)

From (44) and (45), eliminating P r :

= (46)

5.2.3 Empirical Equation of"l:p vs , P r

From ~igure 22 for the special case where dj = 25 IJ.m the relationship is

a straight Line with this equation for P r in psig:

From (34):

p
r

EXAMPLE 5

Given:

=

=

14.9 - 0.111 P r (47)

(48)

d j = 25 IJ. m

L = 25 IJ. m (Length of orifice)
0

F m = 100 IJ.A

. 5
V 1 = 10 volts

Find:
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(1) P r

(2) cp

(3) R.
01

in psig

From (48) putting F m = 100 IJA/watt, and dividing by 6895 to put PI'" in psig:

= 1 .45 tp (49)

Solving (47) and (49) simultaneously:

(P /1 .45) + 0.111 P = 14.9
I"" r (50)

0.800 P =
r

14.9 (51)

(1 ) P
r = 18.62 psig (52)

(2) cp = 12.8 (53)

(3) From (31):

=
5

10 x 12.8/18/6 x 1895 ~ 10 (54)

Figure 23 shows experimental values of the Figure of Merit F m ve , Water

Pressure P r ps ig for plate orifices having 25, 35, and 50 IJ. m diameters for a

constant length 50 IJ m , Values of F m ~ 100 are obtained with 25 J.L m and 35 IJm

orifices. There is a projection at pressure> 70 psig for a 50 Um diameter orifice

. wnich shOWS that it may be possible to obtain F
m

> 100 IJA/'Natt in this range.

Tnis must be further investigated.
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Figure 25 anows Input and Output Currents and Input and Output Voltages va ,

Load Resistance ohms for various conditions. There is an optimum resistance

R ll::i:f 101 1 ohms for 25 and 35 IJ m single oriFices, at which the output electric power

P eo is 'a maximum. At greater resistances R - R' the leakage resistance, and

power is lost.

5.2.4 Induction Charg ing of a Water Jet .~

.;..

The water flow .."ate Q of the jet is:

Q = (55)

The current flow rate is:

(56)q U=1
1

Then by (55) and (56):

cp (57)

Referring to Figures 5 and 6; if 'it is assumed that the:

(1 ) Current is carried by the circumference of the jet

(2) Surface charge dens ity is the same as cor-r-eapondtnq

coaxial cyl inde rs .

Then, the capacitance of the 2 coaxial cylinders (exciter tube and jet) in

mks units is: 15

(5.9)

(58)

=

=

q

4'JT to L e/2 log (dex/dj) = 2 1T (0 Le/In (dex/dj )

V 2 C = 2 1T e0 V 2 Le/ln (dex/d
j
)

Hence from (57) and (59):

= (60)

For V
2

votts; L in m, d and d. in » rn
. ' e ex J""

2
cp _ 70.83 V 2 Le/d j ln (dexl'dj)

-26-
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EXAMPLE 6

L
e

d.
J

Find:

From (61):

5 x 3= 10 volts

= 2 x 10-2 m

= 100 ,."m

= S mm (3000 p, m)

EXAMPLE 7

=

=

=

70.8S x 5 x 103 x 2 x 10-2/(102)2 In (3000/100)

(70.83/8.82) x 10-2

8.03 x 10-2

Given:

Find:

Answer:

The same conditions as Example No.6

cp for various values of d
j•

See Table 2 and Figure 24.

TABLE 2
cp, the electric charge per unit volume of water

VS

dj' d iamete I'" of the water jet for d ex = 3 mm and L e = 20 mm

dj in IJ. m cp in c/mv (calculated),

1 885
5 59

10 12
15 6
20 3.5
35 1.3
50 0.7
75 0.34

100 0.08
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Values of cp ~ 3-10 are observed, for dj = 100 and 25 IJ.m, respectively.

The apparent discrepancy between cP obs and CP calc can be explained iF the charge

is considered confined to many smaller diameter jets, or to discrete Charged

droplets. This causes x = de>/d
j

and f(x) to increase, and cp is increased to the

observed value.

The maximum exciter voltage V2 is limited by spark breakdown or excessive exciter

current, and this limits the maximum attainable value of cp:

Since V
2

is the voltage across a radius = d 12 and d
J
" «d :

ex ex

= (62)

At atmospheric pressure the breakdown electric Field per- J.L m is:

6
E b s 3 viIJ. m or 3 x 10 vim

6
2(V2/dex) s; E b = 3 x 10 vim = 3 v/us»

DeFine:

(63).

F(x)

x

x/ln x

From (61)(63) (64) and (65); expressing d j in J.Lm; and E b in v/p.m

=

5.2.5

35 .4 E
b

• L (1 I d ") f(x)
e J

Number of Orifices per Unit Area

(66:

= n I
1 1

= n1
Q

i
1
/ Q

1
= 1

1
/ Q-

To find the Flow rate per unit are:

charge density on water droplets elmS (69)

i
1

=

=

-28-
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10

400 Watts/m
2

in a 10 mls wind

10
5

volts, 106 volts

EXAMPLE 8

Given:

~ =

Pe o =

Vi =

Ii =

11 =

0.1 IJ,A

4 x 10
2/105 =

-3
4 x 10 amps (4 milliamps)

Find:

:3 6
(1) Q

1
for Vi = 10 , 10 volts

(2) n
1

From (70):

=

(1 ) 1 gal =

Q
1 =

Q1 =
(2) n

1 =

-3· -432
i 1I~ =4 x 10 Ii 0 - 4 x 10m I s-m

3600 x 4 x 10-
4 = 1 .44 m

3 / hr-m
2

3
0.003785 m

-2 2 5
1 .44/.3785x1 0 = 380 gph/m for V 1 = 10 volts

:2 6
38 gph/m for 10 volts

-3 -6
ii/Ii = 4 x 10 10.1 x 10 = 40,000 orifices

Recovery and r-ect r-culatton of the water, and pressure regeneration may be used

as described in Section 6.2.

EXAMPLE 9

Given: The current Ii per or-lftce
-8= 8 x 10 amps.

Find:

An electric power output = 400 watts in a 10 mls wind at 105 volts

(1) How many amps of curr-ent and (2) how many orifices n1/m2 are

r-equir-ed •
-29-



Answer:

i
1 = 400/10

5 = 4 x 10-
3

amps/m2.(4 milliamps/m2
)

= =

= 2
50,000 orifices/m

It appears advantageous to nave fewer arrays per unit area, and a greater

number of orifices per array.

In Figure 29, there is snown a design for a superarl""ay of 36,000 orifices each

35 1J m in diameter, and comprising a 6x6 = 36 array of 1024.orifices" each array

being 3.5 x 3.5 mm as shown in Figure 28.

5.2.6 Scaleup to Multimegawatt Electric Power Output

multi-orifice arrays, each having 1024 oriFices in a 32x32 array.

Figure 16 shows the output and input electric power and the input hydraul ic

power For a plate orifice 35 1J m diameter, 25 1J m l~ng. At a water pressure of

P r = 20 psig, the electric power output Peo = 1 mW at 10
4

volts; the hydraulic power

input Ph = 1 .3 mW; and the electric power input is about 0.05 mW.

The number of orifices na required to increase the output voltage V1 from the

obaer-ved 104 volts to 1 .12 x 10
6

volts is n = 1 .12 x 106/104 = 112 orifices.a ..
4 . 6

For an orifice plate having 112 multis>rifices: 112 x 10 volts = 1 .12 x 10 volts,

at a water pressure of PI"" = 20 psig. To generate 400 watts/m2, there is required

3.6 x 10-3 amps/m2
• Since each orifice emits 0.1 IJA :: 10-

7
amps, there are re-

-3 -7 2. 2
quired (3.6 x 10 110 ) = 36,000 orifices per m for a 6x6 = 36 superarray 1m of

5 2
For 10 m , the

electric power output is then: 400 x 10
5 = 40 megawatts.

The output and input powers per unit area are scaled:
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hyd raul ic power input = n p.
. a J

electric power input = n
a

Pe i

electric power output = n 2 P
a eo

as the exciter-emitter voltage remains constant with the number of oriFices.

Hence, at P =20 psig, these are the scaled values For 105 m
2

in which 400 W/m
2

r
7.1

is genel"'ated in a 10 m/s wind ~ :

6
V = 1 • 12 x 10 voIts

1

V
4= 10 volts

2
-3 5

11 = 4x10 x10 = 400 amps

-4 5
1
2 = 2 x 10 x 10 = 20 amps

Total Output Electric Power:

= 626
V 1 1

1
= 1 .12 x 10 x 4 x 10 = 45 x 10 w = 45 Mw

=

Total Input Electric Power:

10
4

x 20 = 2 x 10
5

w = 0 .2 rv'w

Total Hydraulic Power Input:

= -3 4 51 • 03 x 10 x 3. 6 x 10 x 10 = 1 .03 Mw

Total Power Input (,Ph + P ei) = 1 .03 + 0.2 = 1 .23 Mw

In tnls example, the ratio of output to input power is:

=

6. DISCUSSION

45/1 .23 = 3:3.6 times.

6.1 The Tubular Excit er

In the present work the hydraulic r-etattonarups were determined experimentally.

The relationships and magnitudes of the electrical variables are now known. The
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Previously a narrow ring was used as the exciter electrode.

electrical Characteristics of the induction Charg ing of single jets have been deter-

mined by numerous experiments. Since the advantages of the tubular exciter were

discovered lat~ in this contract period, the electrical output power measured us ing

a ring exciter rather than a tubular exciter may be an order of magnitude too small.

A breakthrough discovery was made in increas ing the ratio cp wntcn is funda-

mental to improving the output!irput power ratio R .•
OL

A formula for the capacitance of coaxial cylinders, modified for the mks system,

was applied to the combination of a water jet and a coaxial tube of length L • Thee

water jet was cons ide red as the inner"cylinder" •

For the ring L was
e

-3small, only about 3 mm = 3 x 10m. The jet current and the cp value was found to

increase by increasing the capacitance. This was accomplished by increasing L e and

decreasing dex• Decreasing Lo also increased cp. See Figures 30 and 31 •

When the jet extends outward a long distance, viscous forces slow the jet and

cause it to expand in cross section. Electrical forces also cause the jet to expand

and break apart.

For a 100 IJ. m diameter orifice the calculated value of cp c =0.08 c/mS (Table 2)

wntcn is 37 times smaller than the observed value cp 0 = 3 c/mS • Figure 22 shows

that this value is obtained for a jet diameter of < 50 1J. rn , The explanation for

this discrepancy may be that the Charge must be carried by many jet filaments, or

droplets of smaller diameter.

The exciter tube not only acts as the outer cylinder of a coaxial condenser, but

also as a shield For the space charge produced by the presence of charges along the
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jet, preventing the buildup of a back voltage which would limit the current flow along

the axis of the jet.

It was observed that cp increases as dj decreases, everything else being constant.

Figures 28 and 29 anow a superarray of multi-orifice jet arrays. A tubular

exciter tube may be supported by insulators and spaced from an emitter- tube con-

taini~g the oriFice array. This module is shown in Figure 29. The emitter assembly

comprises an emitter tube 100 containing the orifice array shown in Figure 28, the

tubular exciters 101 and the stand-oFf insulators 102. A superarray of 36 units

2
mounted in a 1 m 2 module 103 will have 36,000 orifices/m , which at 0.1 lolA/orifice,

will produce a chal""Qed ae~sol having 3.6 mAim
2

• At 1 .12 x 10
6

volts (400 watts)

or 0.4 kW/m
2

electric power output will be generated in a 10 m/s wind. The input

water power would be 40 watts and the water- flow based on cp = 10 will be about

38 gph/m2•

6.2 Water Recuperation and Pressure Regeneration

An optional Feature wnlcn may be included with this structure is a grounded col-

lector electrode to discharge the chal""Qed aerosol and consolidate the water droplets,

and cause the water to gather in a container. This water is then pumped by a small

pump which utilizes 60 watts input to provide 40 watts hydraulic power to actuate the

micro jets. The electrical losses are below 10% because the voltage appl led between

the exciter and the jet is maintained sufficiently small so that the input power is very

mucja less than the output power. The advantage of the removal of the charged aerosol

as water at the collector electrode is that the water must be pumped through a maxi-

mum of only 1 m height against gravity, which requires about only 1 .2 psig (104 n/m2
)

plus the water pressure Pr ~20 psig.
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This structure is shown in Figure 27 • 1 •

The collector method has the further advantage of minimi.zing the use of water

since most of it wi.ll be recirculated within the system. Figures 27.1 - 27.3 shOW

various water recuperation and pressure regeneration schemes.

Figure 27 • 1 shows a natural water recuperation and pressure regeneration

scheme, in which 200 is a large area wind/electric power generator .suspended From

a cable 201 , supported by towers 202 and feeding high voltage DC electric power via

wires 203. The wind 204 carries the Charged water droplets 205 to any distance

where they discharge on the ground at 206. They may serve to irrigate a large area

of land; on which crops may be grown; thus serving a dual purpose. Water evaporates

as vapor 207 due to sunl ight 208, and tne water 209 eventually precipitates on a

higher Level body of water such as a lake 210. Water is withdrawn from the Lake 210

via the pipe 211. Excess water power may be converted to electricity 212 by hydro

electric means 213; and the required remaining pressure, delivered via pipe 214 to

the wind/electric power generator screen 200.

In Figure 27.2 a water recuperation collector screen is provided to collect most

of the water in the wind stream by attracting most of the charged droplets to grounded

collector plates where they drop oFf into a gutter, and are pumped at the required

pressure (perhaps 20 psig). The loss of head due to the height of the collector electrode

may be only 1 psig. In the Figure, 217 is a multi-oriFice emitter source of charged

aerosol 218, the tubular exciter element is 219 and 215 is the grounded collector

plates which collect electric charge, and the water. Since the air contains only a

comparatively smaLl volume of water vapor at 20-100% saturation (see Table 2

and the volume of charged aerosol water is greater, most of the water will be re-
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6.4 Self-Limiting Exciter Cu rrent due to Space Charge

Referring to Figure 25, it is observed that as R is increased V1 increases,

1
1

decreases Pe o is approximately constant V2 is constant 1
2

decreases for no

apparent reason since V
2

is constant. 12 and P e i decrease, as R increases, even

though R is not connected in the exciter circuit. Now reFer to Figure 26:

In explanation; as V
1

increases, only the Charged droplets with the smaller

mobil ity reach the ground screen 2. Tne Charged droplets 3 with the greater

mobility concentrate in a cloud at 4, and set up a repelling space cnarge field

5 which decreases the current 12 to the exciter ring 6.

This suggests increasing the voltage V2 and increasi.ng the resistance R to

increase 11
2 R and decrease V212; because 1

2
will Further decrease. This must

be Further investigated.
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7 • CONCLUSIONS

1. The hydraulic and electrical characteristics of Charging Method 5.1 , an

induction charged water jet, wer-e obtained.

2. The hydraulic eFficiency of various Lengths of oriFice 50 ~m in diameter were

determined. The efFiciency increased to 67-70% For the shortest length 25 J..L m ,

wntcn was greater than the conventional "book" value of 62% usually used ..

3. The hydraulic eFficiencies of various oriFices 15, 25, 35, 50, and 100 J.L m dia-

meter, a1l25lJ.m tong, were also obtained. For diameters smaller than 25 J.Lm,

the eFficiency was nearly zero, and smaLLer oriFices could not be used. The efficiency

rapidly increased to the maximum at 50 lJ. m diameter. These characteristics were

ascribed to the" electl""Oviscos ity eFfect" •

4. The efFiciency also increased with pressure asymptotically to tne maximum

eFfic iency.

5. Tne eLectrical characteristics involved measuring the variables, -.

input exciter voltage and current; and the output voltage and current, and computing

input and output electric powers.

6. Important calculated variables were cp the Charge dens ity on the water in coul

ombs/m3 and F m, a Figure of Merit in IJA/watt. It is shown that <,0 = 10 and Fm = 100

ar-e values suitable for a practical generator"' with an output of 100,000 volts or- more,

and at a water- pressure of 20 psig or less. In SUCh case, the ratio of output power

to input power- (hydraulic + electric) will be at least 10j and the overall eFFiciency

wilt be 90% or more. Only the 25 J.L m and 35 J.L m diameter oriFices 25 J.I. m long,

met these criteria. The 35 J.L m diameter orifice is pr-efer-r-ed because .. of greater

hydraulic eFficiency. A multi-oriFice array will be r-equir-ed For a practical gene""~ator
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as described herein.

7. The breakeven points where the electric power output and hydraulic power

input are equal were determined. The 35 f.J. m oriFice (25 f.J. m long) produces 10

times the power of the 25 J.L m oriFice (25 f.J. m long) and so the 35 f.J. m diameter

orifice (25 IJ.m long) was chosen as the optimum.

8. An anomalous second breakeven point appears to be projected for a 50 f.J. m

orifice 25 f.J. m long at about 100 psig, at a power increase of about 300 times relative

to the first breakeven point. This remains to be investigated. If confirmed, it would

decrease the number of orifices required by a Factor of about 300, to 120/m
2•

9. Late in the contract, theoretical cons iderations led to the investigation of

tubular exciter electrodes resulting in an order of magnitude increase in output

current and 2 orders of magnitude in output power. The value of cp greatly increased.

We have some preliminary results, but further work is needed to more fully char-

acterize and optimize these results.

10. It was determined theoretically that a multioriFice array having na oriFices

would have very Favorable scaling characteristics since the output electric power

scales with na
2 while the hydraul ic power input and electric power input scale as

na, until the required voltage is reached. A scaleup For the 1-100 megawatt output

range was made. For example, the output electric power at 20 psig is 45 MWand

the total input power is 1.23 MW.

11. The water flow rate is large, but can be managed. For example, with the

output voltage V1 = 106 volts, and cp = 10 c/m3 the water Flow rate is about 38 gp,:/m2•

At smaller voltages, the flow rate is proportionally greater. However, a means ·of
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water recuperation, and pressure regeneration has been invented and is disclosed

he~ein intended to obviate this problem. Through .the use of this invention in one

or more embodiments, the water power is essentially free.

12. In a circular orifice in a thin sheet the net generated electric power exceeds

the input power, and multiple sources should achteve greater voltage and current

output.

13. With a suitable optimum charged aerosol, the transduction of wind power to

electric power OCcurs eFficiently (70 to 97%) at a wide range of ambient temperatures

(20 to 40°C) and relative humidities (25 to 97%), at wind velocities of 2.5 to 16 mise

This shows that a Charged aerosol wind/electric power generatf?r can be expected

to operate over a wide range of atmospheric conditions.

8. SUMMARY

Summariz ing the important results in this contract:

1. With an orifice of 50 /-L m diameter Or greater, 67 .....70% hydraulic eFficiency is

obtained at a pressure of 7 x 10
4

n/m2 (10 psig), or more. With an orifice diameter

of 35 IJm the hydraulic eFficiency is 22% at 10 psig and 63% at 80 psig. The value of

cp in c/m
3

increases as the orifice diameter decreases, as shown in Figure 22.

2. The smallest orifice combining an adequate hydr~ulic efficiency with cp ~ 10 is

35 IJ m diameter and 25 IJ m long.

3. The current per orifice of 0.1 /-LA for a plate orifice 35 IJm diameter and 25 IJm

long. A structure is proposed to provide the required current per unit area (see

Figures 28 and 29).

4. The des ign voltage across the load is 1 • 12 x 106 volts. For a value of ce _ 10,
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water pressure required is 1 .4 x 104 n/m
2

(20 ps ig).

5. Given these values for the variables, the ratio of output. electric power to

all input power is about 10.

6. A scaleup to a 45 MWWPG is given.

7 • A wat~r recuperation and pressure recovery means has been invented in which

water is conserved and the water power is freely provided by the wind and the

graVitational fi eld •

9. FURTHER WORK

Further work should be pur-sued simultaneously on basic studies, and engineering

design each at a level of at least $150,000 per year.

9.1 Basic Studies

Continued study of the electrical/hydraulic cnaracteristics of the single oriFice

9.1 .1

9.1.2

9.1 .3

9.1 .4

in the range 35 - 50 JJ m diameter and lengths 25 - 100 ,.,.m;

with tubular exciter

at increased pressures 70-200 psig

multiorifice arrays of various diameters" spacings and number of

oriFices

9.2.2

9.2 Engineering

9.2.1 Conatr-uctton and test of a 32x32 ::. 1024 array multiorifice emitter

to emit a charged aerosol with an electric current of about 0.1 mi.lli

ampere at a water pressure of 20 psig.

Construction and test of a 6x6 superarray of arrays 9.2.1 in a 1 m 2

module.
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9.2.3 Construction and test of a Full scale Wind Power Generator to

generate 10 kW in a 10 m/s wind to comprise a screen of 5x5 :: ~5

modules covering a square 5 m x 5 m , in the atmosphere.
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10. LIST OF FIGURES

-'")

1 • Experimental setup of water jet with induction electric charging.

2. Tubular Orifice design.

3. Plate Orifice design.

4. Appearance of a water jet during charged aerosol formation.

5. Electric Induction charging of water jet along the axts of a tublar- exciter
showi.ng a cross sectional side view of jet.

6. Electric Induction Charging of a water jet along the axis of a tublar- exciter
showing Front sectional vi.ew.

7 • Percent Hydraulic EFFiciency vs , Pressure for a constant oriFice length
(25 J.Lm) for various OriFice Diameters (25, 35, 50, 100 IJm).

8. Percent Hydraulic Efficiency vs , Or-Ifloe Diameter in ~m for constant
Orifice Length (25 J.L m) for various water Pr"'essures P r in psig.

9. Percent Hydraul ic Efficiency vs , OriFice Length in JJ m for constant
Orifice Diameter" (50 1J rn) at various Water'" Pressures P r'" in psig.

10. Velocity of water jet vs , Water Pr-easur-e PI'" in psig for various Orifice
Diameters in IJ. m at constant Orifice Length (25 IJ. m);

11 • Input and Output Power in Watts vs , Water Pressure in ps i9 for a tubular
nozzle 2000 JJ m long and 76 IJ. m diameter.

12. Input and Output Power vs , Water Pressure for a tubular nozzle 2000 JJ m
long and 50 IJ. m diameter.

13. Input and Output Power vs. Water Pressure for'" a tubular nozzle 1000 IJm
long and 50 1J. m diameter.

14. Input and Output Power in Watts vs , Water Pressure in psig for a 74 x 100 IJ.m
diameter plate OriFice 50 IJ m long.

15. Input and Output Power vs , Water Pressure for a plate Or"'ifice 50 IJ. m dia
meter and 25 JJ m long.

16. Input and Output Power vs , Water Pressure for a plate Or"'ifice 35 JJ m dia
meter and 25 IJ. m long.
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10. LIST OF FIGURES (Continued)

17 • Input and Output Power vs , water Pressure for a plate Orif ice 25 jJ. m
diameter and 25 J.L m long.

18. Projected output and input power using a 10 multi-orifice plate
array having Orifices 35 JJ m diameter and 25 JJ m long.

19. Output Current in JJ!:" and Output Vol~ge in kV vs. Exciter Vol tage in kV at
various water pressures in psig, for plate oriFice 25 ~m d ia , and 25 J.lm long.

20. Output and Input Currents vs. Exciter Voltage at constant Pressure P
For a plate orifice 50 /..L m diameter and 25 /..L m long. r-

21 • Output and Input Currents 11 = 12 ~, Output and Input Voltages V1, V2 kv
vs. Water Pressure P r psig plate oriFice 50 J.Lm diameter and 25 /..Lm long.

22. Relationship between the Electric Charge Density cp on the water droplet, and
Water Pressure P r (ps ig) For various plate orifice diameters; 25, 35, and
50 /..L m and constant length 25 IJ. rn ,

23. Figure of Merit F m (JJ.A/Watt) vs Water Pressure P r (psig) For plate oriFices
nav ing various diameters; 25, 35, and 50 JJ m , For constant 1ength 25 J.L m ,

24. Plot of theoretical equation (61 ) showing Electric Charge Density on Water cp
vs . Orifice diameter dj in JJ. rn ,

25. Input and Output Currents and Input and Output Voltages ve , Load Resistance
(Ohms) for the following conditions: d j = 50 IJ m , PI" = 50 psig constant,
V2 = 10 kV constant, Exciter ring 60 mm diameter, constant Flow rate
Q = 4. 4x1 0-8 m 3/s and constant wind velocity U = 7 .5 rrv's .w

26. A diagram of a Water Jet with Induction Electric Charging with self-limiting
Exciter Current due to increasing Space Charge Field.

27 . Wind/Electric Power Gene ....ator with Water Recuperation & Pressure Regeneratic

28. Design For a multi-oriFice plate array 32 x 32 or 1.,024 351J m diameter
O ....ifices 25 J.L m long. MagniFied Views: Figure 28.1: Plan View Scale 10: 1;
Figure 28.2: Cross section Scale 10: 1; Figure 28.3: Plan View Scale 320: 1;
Figure 28.4: Cross sectional side vieyv Scale 820: 1 •

29. Design for a 1 m 2 Module For 'use in a multi-module Wind/Electric Power
range in the kilowatt or megawatt category.
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10. LIST OF FIGU RES (Continued)

30. For a Tubular Exciter, Output Current vs , Exciter-Emitter voltage.

31. For a Tubular Exciter, Output Current V$. Length of the Exciter Tube.

32. Output Power and % Electric Efficiency ve , Air Temper-atur-e OC for various
Relative Humidities %.

33. % EFFiciency, electric vs. Wind Velocity

34. Projected Multimegawatt Output and Input Power having Superarrays of
Multi-orifices, each 35 IJ. m diameter and 25 IJ m long, scaled to 105 m2•
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